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A Quick Note From Gary...

Stupid Money.

There is a term used by general

managers in the sports world when

they know they are going to have to

o�er up truck loads of cash to lure and

keep quality players: Stupid Money.

It’s a tongue-in-cheek word used to

describe the ridiculous salaries paid to

individual players. I have a slightly

di�erent spin on the term stupid

money: money spent needlessly when

there are much better things to spend

it on. There are plenty of examples in

the real world: Road construction on

roads that don’t need it, just because there is a budget that has to be spent.

Pharmaceutical prices that are high enough to line the pockets of middle-men

(pharmacy bene�ts managers) that add absolutely no value to the medications.

And my latest favorite: Research that does nothing more than prove the obvious.

Here are a couple of recent research headlines for what I like to call “DUH”

research:

“Diabetes Deaths in Young Adults Mainly Caused by Type-1 Diabetes” (Lancet, Feb 2022)

“Smoking Tied to Worse Outcomes with Type-1 Diabetes” (Journal of Diabetes and Its

Complications, Feb 2022)

“Disease, Death Risk May Decrease with Muscle Exercises” (Orthopedics Today, 3/1/22)

“Studies Link Healthful Eating Patterns to Lower Cardiovascular Disease Risks”

(Cardiology Today, 3/3/22)

“Nursing Home Study Finds Risk in Overtreating Diabetes” (Journal of the American

Geriatrics Society, 3/23/22)

I mean, SERIOUSLY??? Did anyone really need to invest millions of research

dollars and countless hours of mental energy, not to mention valuable space in

respected peer-reviewed journals, for research like this? It reminds me of the �rst

needle-free lancing device developed to save us from having to prick our �ngers

when performing blood glucose checks. Developed back in the late 90’s, the

“Lasette” used a concentrated beam of light to extract a drop of blood from the

�nger. Trouble was, the device was big, expensive, painful, and left the stench of
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burnt �esh in the air. Talk about a waste of resources! Any good diabetes educator

could teach someone to prick their �nger painlessly simply by using the right

techniques.

You want to spend your money wisely? Invest in YOURSELF. Get yourself fully

educated on all aspects of diabetes self-management. Research has shown time

and time again that nothing provides a better return-on-investment (in terms of

improved glucose management) than quality diabetes self-management training.

Better than medications, better than gadgets, and better than medical o�ce visits.

Not that those are “stupid money” investments, but the smartest money goes

towards education.

And what could be better than FREE education? That’s what Diabetes Bites is all

about! I hope you enjoy this issue, complete with original articles from our

clinicians and non-stupid news from the world of diabetes. Feel free to peruse past

issues in the newsletter archive on our website. And of course, contact us any time

for one-on-one education and coaching with any and all aspects of your diabetes

care.

We promise not to charge you stupid money.

Sincerely,

- Gary

Gary Scheiner MS, CDE

Owner & Clinical Director
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Recipes for Type 1 & Type 2

Diabetes

♥ Healing Cabbage Soup

♥ Sumac Chicken with Cauli�ower

and Carrots

♥ Spring Chicken & Asparagus Sk illet

♥ Browned Butter Carrot Cake with

Cream Cheese Glaze

♥  double chocolate macaroons

Ask Dana

I've read about the new “smart” pumps on the

market and I’m not sure what they are and how

they could help my blood sugars. When I start to

read about new pumps, I get overwhelmed and

not sure how to decide on new technology. Can

you give me some advice on how to get started on

my search?

Todd Blankenship, Seattle, WA

When should we practice patience

when living with diabetes?

Patience is an admirable quality in many aspects

of life, but it makes me consider how much time
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the Dexcom G7: What to

Expect

Gary Scheiner discusses new

improvements in the next-generation

Dexcom G7 continuous glucose monitor

and what to expect.

Welcome to the Team… Nina

we spend waiting for things in our day-to-day

with diabetes.

Active Wear for Devices - I love my

pump, but where do I put it?

I am frequently asked for ideas for managing the

tubing at night and where to put their pump in

situations such as wearing a dress, being

physically active, and just everyday wear. I've

gathered some ideas from “the experts” (aka

friends and family) who have come up with some

great solutions!

Important Bone density Screening

Update for People with Type 1

Diabetes

A recent study compared bone density and bone

strength of people with longstanding, well-

managed, Type 1 Diabetes to bone density of

people without diabetes. 
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Coleman

Integrated Diabetes Services is proud

to announce that Nina Coleman has

joined our team as our new SUPER-

Receptionist!

Autonomic Neuropathy

Screening Update for People

with Type 1 Diabetes

If you’ve lived “long enough” with Type

1 Diabetes, you should consider getting

screened for Autonomic Neuropathy.

Deadline is approaching to

register for the type 1

diabetes and wellness

retreat

Join us at Vida Asana in Playa Hermosa,

Costa Rica as we gather to engage,

unite and empower one another to live

a more ful�lling life with type 1

diabetes!

Finally, Some GOOD NEWS!

New data shows a signi�cant decline in

the death rate for people with type-1

diabetes in the subcontinent.

Introducing the very �rst

Diabetes and Mental Health

Conference
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This conference is bene�cial for any

adult interested in the intersection of

diabetes and mental health. Learn

more and save on early-bird tickets.

Gary's Trivia TIme!

Last month we asked what is

measured in the urine to detect

k idney disease (nephropathy) at the

earliest possible stage?
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ANSWER: MICROALBUMIN.

Microalbumin represents trace

amounts of the most common protein

found in the bloodstream (albumin)

that have “leaked” into the urine. The

presence of microalbumin in the urine,

or an elevated ratio of albumin to the

waste product creatinine, usually

indicates that the kidneys are

beginning to lose their ability to

properly �lter the blood. When

detected at this early stage, it is usually easily treatable and sometimes reversible.

CONGRATS: Laurel Voss, T1 pumper from Somerville, Massachusetts, USA for

being the �rst person with the correct answer!

NEW QUESTION:

There was some actual GOOD news

from the CDC (Centers for Disease

Control): The prevalence of cigarette

smoking is way down. From a peak in

1965, when 42% of American adults

smoked cigarettes, the number of

smokers has come down steadily. 

Based on data published for the year

2020, what percentage of US adults

are now smokers?

*The �rst person with the correct

answer wins complimentary tuition to the Type-1 University course of their choice!

Click to Submit Your Answers to gary@integrateddiabetes.com
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The Survey Says!

In last month’s edition of Diabetes Bites, we asked how

travel usually impacts your glucose control.  Here’s

how you responded:

17% It really doesn’t a�ect it at all.

67%  I usually run higher when I travel

8%  I usually run lower when I travel

0%  It depends on the type of travel – higher on business trips, lower on vacations

8%  It depends on the type of travel – lower on business trips, higher on vacations

Looks as though the vast majority of you tend to run on the high side when

traveling.  It is probably related to a combination of higher-fat food, more sitting,

and perhaps some extra stress.  In most cases, it is perfectly �ne to run a little

higher than usual during occasional excursions (that’s why they call them

“vacations”).  But if you �nd yourself on the road a great deal and would like some

practical tips for managing glucose when you travel, set up some time to discuss it

with your diabetes care & education specialist.  A number of strategies are

available to insulin users, including adjustments to basal insulin / glucose targets,

and maintaining at least some physical activity when traveling.

New Survey Question:

One thing we’ve developed a great deal

of respect for in the diabetes �eld is

the power of quality sleep. Diabetes

and sleep can certainly a�ect one

another, both positively and negatively.

This was reinforced by the
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Nancy's Featured Finds!

This month I’d like to spotlight our own Gary

Scheiner's 3rd edition of Think Like A Pancreas!

The new edition features everything that made

the �rst two editions “essential reading” for

everyone who takes insulin.

And since Spring is here and we are all venturing

outside for walks - why not track how many steps

you are taking? We have easy-to-read pedometers

in our secure online store!

Best,

Nancy

Pedometer

Curious about how far you've walked?

This small device counts the number of

steps you take in an easy-to-read

format.

$15
Think Like A Pancreas - 3rd

overwhelming support of “A Good

Night’s Sleep” during our recent

Diabetes “March Madness” Brackets. 

How would you rate the quality of

your sleep?

Take The Survey!
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Buy now
Edition

The 3rd edition of Gary Scheiner’s

Think Like A Pancreas is now available.

$18

Buy Now!

N o t lik e ly
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Advertising Opportunities

We o�er a number of promotional

opportunities for reaching the diabetes

marketplace, with a focus on patients and

healthcare providers who utilize intensive

insulin therapy. 

Website Advertising

Blog Advertising / editorial

Newsletter Advertising / Editorial

Diabetes Bites Monthly Newsletter is

published electronically by Integrated

Diabetes Services and distributed to more

than 10,000 individuals in the diabetes

community.

About Us 

Integrated Diabetes Services

provides diabetes education and

management consulting in-

person or remotely via phone

and the internet for children and

adults. 

Our blog, Thinking Like a

Pancreashighlights articles from

our own sta�.  

Type-1 Universityis the web-

based school of higher learning

for insulin users. Live and pre-

recorded courses on a variety of

topics.

Would you recommend us to a friend?

Let Us Know What You Think!

Not likely Absolutely!!

SHARE TO FACEBOOK SHARE TO TWITTER FORWARD EMAIL

Integrated Diabetes Services

333 E. Lancaster Ave. (suite #204), Wynnewood

PA 19096 United States

(In N. America): 877-735-3648

(Outside N. America): 001-610-642-6055

En Espanol : + (267) 702-4496
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You received this email because you signed up on our

website, added your name to our email list, corresponded

with a member of our sta� or made a purchase from us.
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